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Anecdotally, one might hear that most M&A deals fail. 
However, over the years, companies have become better 
at creating value from acquisitions. In Deloitte’s 2020 M&A 
Trends survey, respondents indicated that more than 60% 
of deals on aggregate achieve or exceed the expected 
value when the deal is signed. However, there is still room 
for improvement. Only 24% of corporate respondents 
could confidently state that over three quarters of their 
deals over the last two years measured up. To improve 
the chances of exceeding expected value from M&A, 
companies should design and rigorously adopt a collection 
of value creation principles. Deloitte has developed simple 
and practical guidance that can act as a cornerstone for 
your next value creation program.

The five leading principles explored here derive from our 
extensive experience helping companies achieve greater 
value and become more effective acquirers. They are 
grounded on empirical trends mined from our proprietary 
transaction database at the Deloitte Synergy Center of 
Excellence. We realize that some companies embrace some 
of these practices already; however, we believe that few 
companies follow all five of these leading practices
in a rigorous and disciplined way. And we see how the 
disciplined application of each of these principles in every 
transaction can greatly boost deal success, opening a path 
to more reliably creating value to deliver the returns that 
are envisioned at the outset of every transaction.

The principles we outline are rooted in analysis from M&A 
deal data we have compiled as part of our Global Synergy 
Database of more than 1,200 deals. The accompanying 
discussion provides practical steps to consider for 
implementation, drawing on Deloitte’s experience 
advising clients on more than 10,000 transactions over 
the past 10 years.
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1. Setting aggressive internal targets

Successful acquirers tend to set internal value creation targets that 
are more ambitious than the external goals they publicly announce. 
Successful companies in our database (defined as acquirers that 
met or exceeded their announced synergy goals) achieved, on 
average, 1.3 times the synergies they announced to Wall Street 
and to investors. They did this by setting even higher internal 
targets, the most successful of them in the range of 1.5 times to 2.0 
times their externally announced synergy goals (see figure 1). We 
recognize that many companies understand the value of aggressive 
internal targets, but we also see how this principle, when folded 
into corporate financial planning and executed rigorously, can 
reliably boost value creation.

Practical steps: Setting high internal targets is just the beginning. 
Management teams must get accustomed to holding firm to 
them. An effective way to stay the course is ensuring that future 
corporate annual planning and budgeting factors in these higher 
synergies as soon as practically feasible—but definitely in the first 
full year after closing. Waiting runs the risk of extraneous variables 
obscuring the impact of synergy-generating actions. When it 
comes time for synergy identification, while most teams know that 

In an industrials transaction
The acquirer paid a higher premium than originally 
anticipated. It also knew several synergy initiatives came 
with high implementation risk. The CFO set internal targets 
at 1.7 times the synergy goals the company announced 
externally. In parallel, the CFO set up an incentive plan for 
the integration and synergy teams. Integration leaders were 
encouraged to review performance and operational KPIs for 
both companies and strive for the better of the two. They 
achieved about 1.2 times announced synergies, a key driver 
of their consecutive EPS outperformance post-close.

Figure 1. Ratio of internal planning targets over externally announced synergies for a cross-section of successful deals across sectors
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Source: Deloitte Global Synergy Database, sample set of deals over the last ten years. Successful acquirers are defined as those that met or exceeded their announced synergy goals.

new opportunities can reveal themselves upon receiving detailed 
target data at deal announcement or close, few identify structural 
opportunities from redefining the combined company’s peer 
groups and what success looks like. Value creation leaders can 
re-benchmark best-in-class performance, often helping functional 
teams generate altogether new ideas to meet stretch targets.

Ratio of internal planning 
targets over externally 
announced synergies 

25% of deals > 2.0x
46% of deals > 1.5x

100% of deals > 1.0x
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In Deloitte’s 2020 M&A Trends survey, a third of respondents 
cited not achieving revenue synergies and expected sales not 
materializing as reasons their M&A deals failed to generate
expected value. Acquirers that apply the same (or a greater) level 
of rigor and commitment to planning revenue synergies as they 
do cost synergies often achieve far greater success against their 
revenue synergy goals. In our database, buyers that internally 
tracked revenue synergies exceeded their targets by 23% on 
average, while those that went a step further and externally 
announced revenue synergy goals achieved even better outcomes 
(see figure 2). On the other hand, buyers that had revenue 
synergies as part of their deal thesis but chose not to internally 
commit to them barely reached their targets.

Leaders face inherent challenges when they commit to revenue 
synergies. These sources of value are difficult to accurately 
identify and quantify, and they may be hard to realize. A 
multitude of factors such as market conditions, customer 
reactions, macroeconomic changes, and internal issues around 
execution— all can potentially hamper capturing revenue 
synergies. It’s no surprise that acquirers’ revenue synergy claims 
are often discounted, at least over the short term. Concurrently, 
underachieving publicly committed targets can have impacts on 
valuation or on the Board’s confidence in M&A.

Still, despite the challenges in managing expectations, revenue 
synergy goals should be a key component of the deal thesis 
and out in the open to create a level of commitment among 
management and integration teams. Unambiguous announced 
targets help foster better governance and accountability to 
achieve potential revenue goals. Teams become more likely to 
work together creatively to address customer needs effectively 
and apply greater rigor to quantifying the opportunities.

Practical steps: Make synergistic revenue growth a cornerstone 
of the value creation program wherever possible. To help build 
internal confidence in revenue synergies, increase specificity early 
in the deal lifecycle. Dissect deal drivers by identifying new channels 
or customer segments, for example, specific customers for cross-
selling, or new geography-specific product bundles. It may help to 
expand commercial due diligence and use clean teams to convert 
opportunities into discrete and quantifiable Day One projects. 
Mitigate execution risk through effective integration governance, 
helping the acquirer and target front office functions collaborate on 
market opportunities in a systematic way. Dedicate a team to track 
and measure each revenue synergy project’s success. This practical 
mechanism can maintain the value realization momentum, even as 
integration and management team priorities shift to the next deal.

Figure 2. Percentage overachievement on revenue  
synergy targets

2. Committing to creating revenue synergies

In a technology solutions transaction
The thesis relied on learning from the target to build new 
solutions for its global customer base. However, the first 
draft of the company’s 100-day plan focused on integrating 
back office functions, largely leaving business functions 
untouched out of fear of cultural differences between the 
two organizations. Before it was too late, the company 
realized that deal value was at risk without a broader 
integration. The company quickly decided to socialize a 
detailed deal rationale and accompanying growth goals 
among both their own and the target organization. The 
integration teams’ focus organically shifted to creating 
value. Sales and finance teams started reorganizing to 
enable cross-selling, and product teams got together for 
workshops to accelerate new product development. These 
steps, along with goal-setting and tracking, helped higher 
value creation goals become a reality.
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Reducing headcount is seldom a silver bullet for value creation. 
Although labor expense is usually a large item on the income 
statement and thereby a tempting target, headcount reduction 
shouldn’t be the biggest source of deal synergies. Successful acquirers 
from our database do a better job expanding sources of non-
headcount savings such that the proportion of headcount synergies 
isn’t the largest driver of value. Further, in deals with an important 
focus on growth or strategic investments, people are usually valuable 
assets, often with the ability to redeploy to drive new initiatives.

In our database, as a proportion of total identified synergies, 
successful acquirers had non-headcount synergies of 63%, 
considerably higher than the 53% of unsuccessful acquirers  
(see figure 3). Successful acquirers in most cases identified higher 
cost synergies from non-headcount sources such as logistics 
and distribution efficiencies, rationalization of R&D efforts and 
development of new operating models.

Practical steps: Build the philosophy of looking beyond 
the elimination of jobs into both internal and external 
communications. Have discussions on target operating models 
early in the process to provide functional teams with more non-
headcount levers. And with that, give teams the opportunity 
to pursue transformational initiatives, such as robotic process 
automation or digital solutions, with clear guidelines on return 
on investment expectations for synergies. To get ahead of the 
impact of productivity gains on the workforce, look at the M&A 
deal as an opportunity to accelerate reskilling and upskilling.

A deal in a cyclical business
To keep pace with demand, the company needed all 
the workers it could get post-close, which came during 
an up-cycle. The integration team set clear guidelines 
to consider the company’s near-range  business  plan 
in any workforce reductions. Also, they enforced strict 
governance around non-labor spending reductions 
so that savings didn’t rely on headcount  reductions.  
Spending cuts in manufacturing, supply chain, and 
marketing were prioritized to increase process and 
workforce efficiency. The result was that 81% of total cost 
synergies were non-headcount and there was greater 
buy-in to the synergy program.

Figure 3. Sources of synergies among unsuccessful 
deals versus successful deals

3. Looking beyond workforce reductions
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Source: Deloitte Global Synergy Database, sample set of deals over the last ten 
years. Successful acquirers are defined as those that met or exceeded their 
announced synergy goals.
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Typically, acquirers make bold upfront investments to execute 
and integrate M&A transactions, with the funds focused on 
reaching an agreement and realizing anticipated synergies. The 
kind of new and aggressive projects that can create value in a 
combined organization demand support. Timely investments 
for the retention of key talent can help make the integration 
successful and promote business continuity. Spending on IT system 
improvements or network optimization can help as well. There 
may be product development costs that are key to specific revenue 
synergies. Carving out funding for transformative changes in the 
manufacturing footprint may be appropriate. Whatever the need  
for the capital, it needs to be injected in a timely manner, typically 
early in the process to help create momentum.

Usually, we hear integration costs quoted as a percentage of target 
revenue. In our database, we measure integration costs against the 
associated value they are meant to create (see figure 4). A majority 
of acquirers invest between 0.5 times and 1.5 times anticipated 
run-rate cost synergies on one-time integration costs (see figure  5). 
Acquirers making larger deals can find themselves in the bottom 
half of the range largely due to the fixed nature of transaction costs. 
Acquirers without dedicated integration capabilities or those making 
transformative acquisitions are often at the higher end of the range.

Figure 5. Integration costs are about 1x run-rate cost 
synergy estimates

Average: 1.1X

Figure 4. Integration cost are strongly correlated with 
intended cost synergies
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In a consumer electronics transaction
Comparable target and acquirer sizes meant significant 
synergy opportunities, but with equally high one-time 
costs, as operating models shifted and IT systems were 
consolidated. The CFO, seeing large investments, was 
hesitant to approve synergy budgets. This behavior 
materially slowed down the synergy program. Synergy 
initiatives were delayed, especially those requiring 
outside vendors and expertise such as systems 
integration and organization design. In the end, the 
company achieved only 70% of its anticipated value after 
three years of deal close.

4. Investing to obtain value

Practical steps: Management should be prepared to fund a one-time 
integration cost budget. However, proper rigor in managing these 
costs is necessary. Teams should incorporate capital needs for specific 
synergy initiatives into the go/no-go decisions. Freeing up funds to 
target quick-win synergy initiatives often creates a positive feedback 
loop, providing cash flow for additional synergies in later stages.
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Synergy overachievers reach their announced value creation 
targets within the first 24 months after a deal closes. And the 
momentum to capture synergies fades away almost completely 
within 36 months. All the successful organizations in our 
database had dedicated cross-functional synergy teams that 
were able to quickly identify projects and build momentum.

Successful acquirers achieved almost half of their run-rate 
synergies in the first year, according to our database, and 98%  
in year three (see figure 6).

Practical steps: Before beginning the synergy planning 
phase, break out synergy targets by year. As synergy 
opportunities and initiatives are developed, prioritize them 
by degree of difficulty and value impact. Set teams up to 
go after the quick wins, such as executive reorganization, 
back-office redundancies, and procurement savings, within 
the first six months after close. Although as important, 
longer-term initiatives, such as new operating models and 
ERP implementations, should be placed on a 12–18 month 
roadmap. Enabling teams to get ahead of synergy planning will 
dramatically affect how they mobilize and create momentum.

Figure 6. Synergies achieved by year for successful deals

Source: Deloitte Global Synergy Database, sample set of deals over the last ten 
years. Successful acquirers are defined as those that met or exceeded their 
announced synergy goals.
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In an industrials sector deal
The CEO corrected his past missteps in value creation. 
This time around, he set aggressive near-term targets, 
requiring 100% of run-rate synergies to be achieved in the 
first 18 months. He then set personal incentive targets at 
the C-suite and VP levels, defining individual and collective 
responsibilities. This accountability drove quick action 
across the organization, resulting in a 60% achievement 
of announced synergies in the first year, 100% in 18 
months, and 160% at the end of year two, significantly 
outperforming market expectations.

5. Capturing early momentum
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Setting aggressive internal targets; publicly committing 
to creating revenue synergies; looking beyond workforce 
reductions; making timely investments to obtain value; and 
capturing early momentum should be kept top of mind as 
practical guidance at the outset of every M&A deal. These five 
value creation principles could serve as a ready checklist for 
management and integration leaders to consider as they lead 
their companies to become more effective acquirers.

How will you score on your upcoming deal? 
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Figure 7. Companies in our Global Synergy Database  
that followed these 5 value creation principles typically 
emerged more successful in their acquisitions than others
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